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NowSecure Mobile App Penetration Testing Services
NowSecure Pen Testing Highlights
•

More than a dozen years of dedicated
mobile focus

•

Proven experience testing more than
10,000 mobile apps

•

Unmatched mobile security expertise

•

Accurate, deep and thorough coverage

•

Customized test approach

•

Exemplary customer service

•

Flexible scheduling and fast turnaround
time

•

Clear, detailed reporting

•

Risks prioritized based on severity and
potential impact

•

Remediation assistance and retesting

•

Choice of full-scope pen test or focused
assessment

Organizations across government,
finance, healthcare, travel, consumer,
high tech and other industries
entrust NowSecure to perform
manual penetration testing of their
most sensitive and complex mobile
apps. Outsourcing pen testing to

“We reached out to NowSecure and
were pleased that they rapidly responded in 24 hours to test our mobile app
so we could speed it to market from
start to finish in just a few weeks.”
— Vicki Seyfert-Margolis CEO,
MyOwnMed

our experts empowers enterprises
to confidently deliver secure mobile
apps faster.
Whether you’re in a heavily regulated
industry, lack the resources to conduct
internal pen testing, or are standing up
a new flagship mobile app or a major
new release, NowSecure Pen Testing
has you covered.
Experienced in conducting thousands
of mobile app pen tests, NowSecure
Pen Testing Services help customers
find and fix security, privacy and
compliance issues before pushing
mobile apps into production. Our team
includes renowned security researchers
and a cadre of mobile security analysts
who continuously explore mobile risks,
threats and vulnerabilities.

MOBILE APPLICATION SECURITY ASSESSMENT REPORT
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Leveraging best practices learned over
a decade, NowSecure penetration
testers deeply probe the mobile attack
surface of Android and iOS apps for
security, privacy and compliance
vulnerabilities. Our easily consumable
reports feature an executive summary
along with detailed attack scenarios
and remediation guidance.
NowSecure closely partners with
customers to tailor the pen test to
their particular risk profile and security
requirements, and then collaboratively
helps them address security, privacy
and compliance issues identified during
the assessment. Our mobile app pen
tests include retesting to verify that
critical vulnerabilities found in the pen
test were addressed.

Full-Scope Deep Testing
NowSecure customizes the scope
of mobile app penetration tests and
methodologies depending on client need,
industry and timeline. Each engagement
begins with an in-depth consultation
about the app threat profile, sensitive
data, intellectual property and how
your app might be exploited. Other
aspects of threat modeling include
corporate security practices and industry
compliance considerations.
Our pen tests leverage security industry
standards such as the OWASP Mobile
Top 10, Mobile Application Security
Verification Standard (MASVS) and the
Common Vulnerability Scoring System
(CVSS). Because no one tool suffices,
NowSecure expert analysts employ a
mix of our own NowSecure custom,
commercial, and open-source tools
including Frida and Radare, two popular
open-source tools that were developed
by our own researchers.
NowSecure experts deeply exercise mobile
apps for a comprehensive manual analysis
of data at rest, network communication,
authentication and authorization,
backend APIs and binary code quality,
such as reverse engineering resiliency,
cryptographic implementations and
outdated/vulnerable third-party libraries.
NowSecure can also handle complex
needs such as Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
and USB connectivity to external devices,

non-standard platforms or other functionality
that requires advanced scoping.
Robust Reporting
Customers can generally expect a
NowSecure mobile app pen test to take
about two weeks from the scheduled start
date. Following the completion of the
assessment, the NowSecure analyst delivers
a customized report rich with screenshots
and visual evidence.
In addition to providing an executive
summary to share with stakeholders,
a NowSecure pen test report outlines
detailed attack scenarios prioritized
by risk and severity. It also includes
important contextual information such as
the likelihood of occurrence and potential
business impact. And best of all, the report
instructs developers on the steps to take to
fix their mobile app.
Remediation Assistance
Once the pen test is complete, the real
collaboration begins. Rather than simply
sending out a report, NowSecure experts
serve as trusted advisors for the mobile
app security and mobile app development
teams. We meet with both teams to review
the results and consult with developers
to walk them through the steps of fixing
security bugs. Along with offering coaching
and fielding questions during the issue
resolution process, NowSecure conducts a
retest to ensure the vulnerabilities have been
successfully remediated.
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Significant information disclosure
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high risk because a known attack
could harvest sensitive information
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Informational findings are those
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CVSS Score

Details

High (8.2)

Username and password intercepted in
man-in-the-middle attack.

Medium (5.3)
Medium (4.4)

Username and password found in device
storage.

Medium (4.2)

The sample.com endpoint supports weak
ciphers.
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2.7 Lack of code obfuscation
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2.8 Credential Input Fields Not Masked

Hostname
NowSecure Full Scope Mobile Application2.1
Security
Assessment

2.9 Android Debuggable Flag Set to True

verification issues; Highly Sensitive data 1in TLS Tunnel

Category: Network
CVSS Score: 8.2

The com.sample.cp.end1 content provider is
vulnerable to SQL injection.
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2.5 Highly Sensitive Data Found in Device Storage

3.2 Sensitive Values in Device Storage

Three endpoints are communicating via HTTP vs
HTTPS, leaving the application vulnerable to
attack.

Medium (5.7)

2.4 App Transport Security (ATS) Globally Disabled

3.1 Sensitive Values in Network Traffic

Medium (6.5)
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2.8 Credential Input Fields Not Masked

Medium (4)

iOS app built with ATS disabled.

Lack of Android app code obfuscation.
Input fields are not masked from potential
observation.

Low (2.1)
Info

Application built with debuggable flag enabled.

Applies to: iOS, Android
1.7
NowSecure
Certification
CVSS
Vector: CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:L/A:N

NowSecure offers a certification to clients for their applications which are assessed and pass the mobile security
assessment. The certification enables the app provider to promote user trust and encourage secure application
Finding Description:
design and verification in the general marketplace. NowSecure provides both a graphical badge and a hosted
page
providing
independent
validation
of thewas
certification.
A Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack using a trusted
SSL
certificate
with an invalid
hostname
attempted in
order to test vulnerabilities following the authentication process. During the certificate validation process, an app
should verify that the hostname of the cert matches the the URL of the server. If an application does not verify
Through
detailed
testing,certificate
2020 Sample
Report v1.2.3
was found
the hostname, the app will accept any Certificate
Authority
(CA) signed
for connection
regardless
of to have at least one high risk issue. Because
there are high risk issues, the application is not eligible for Certification. Once the high risk finding is mitigated,
the hostname on the certificate.
the app may be retested for verification of mitigation. NowSecure recommends a review of the provided
remediations
and
to take data
stepswas
as appropriate
to strengthen
the security posture of the app.
The app was found to be vulnerable to MitM attack,
and highly
sensitive
obtained during
this attack.
Highly sensitive data such as passwords and keys can lead to complete compromise of the system or users'
privacy.
NowSecure Full Scope Mobile Application Security Assessment
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Finding Details:
The table in Appendix 3.1 shows the sensitive data values detected.
Attack Scenario:
When a certificate is invalid or malicious, it might allow an attacker to spoof a trusted entity by using a
man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack. The software might connect to a malicious host while believing it is a trusted
host, or the software might be deceived into accepting spoofed data that appears to originate from a trusted
host.
Finding Mitigation:
Disable any local QA testing code from the app to avoid any unintended functionalities. Ensure that all
hostnames are being verified by properly matching them against a list of expected hostnames. Fix any logic
errors mentioned in the issue description above. If possible, perform certificate pinning to prevent most
man-in-the-middle attacks.
References/Resources:
●

https://www.nowsecure.com/blog/2017/12/08/certificate-pinning-hostname-verification-dont-get-pinn
ed-mobile-man-middle-attack/

●

https://books.nowsecure.com/secure-mobile-development/en/sensitive-data/fully-validate-ssl-tls.html

NowSecure Full Scope Mobile Application Security Assessment
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Finally, after our team verifies that a mobile
app meets security requirements, we
offer a public NowSecure Certified badge
and online listing for those that meet the
high standards of our mobile app security
assessments. This independent third-party
certification assures users that app makers
properly implement security measures and
handle sensitive data.
Thanks to NowSecure expert full-scope
mobile application penetration testing
services, organizations can release mobile
releases faster with the confidence of
expert detailed testing and vetted findings
that are second to none.

NowSecure Pen Test Coverage
About NowSecure

Data at Rest
Install the app on real
mobile devices and
perform forensic analysis
for application and data
storage vulnerabilities.

Data in Transit
Compromise the network to
attempt to intercept traffic.

Static Binary Analysis
Evaluate the fully compiled
binary to discover flaws in
logic that could result in a
vulnerability.

API Security
Conduct reconnaissance
and attempt to exploit
backend services the app
interacts with.

Reverse Engineering
Reverse engineer the app
to look for sensitive data
and attempt to manipulate
the app.

NowSecure offers a comprehensive
suite of automated mobile app
security and privacy testing solutions,
penetration testing and training
services to reduce risk. Trusted by
many of the world’s most demanding
organizations, NowSecure protects
millions of app users across banking,
insurance, high tech, retail, healthcare,
government, IoT and others. As
the recognized expert in mobile
app security, the company was
recently named a mobile security
testing leader by IDC, a DevSecOps
transformational leader by Gartner, a
Deloitte Technology Fast 500 winner
and a TAG Distinguished Vendor.
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